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For some people it will be about right. For others, it will be way off. For hyperopia, people often just try a few
pairs of glasses on at the drug store and buy the pair that helps them read the book in their hands. So it is with
vision. Not so much to do with muscles, but the brain. Some other optical factors are at play too. Diopters are
an objective measurement. This is done with a device called an autorefractor or retinoscope. When the light is
bent too much or not enough, and the light rays would come to a focus in front of or behind your retina, you
would be myopic nearsighted or hyperopic farsighted and given the appropriate prescription. He sticks that
huge thing on your face that you rest your chin on and look through the lenses. It always felt like a crapshoot
to me. It all depends on your responses. The Visual Acuity Test He might also have you just read the chart
without anything on your face. The bottom number, ie: As you may be learning at this point, this is all pretty
rough, despite those convincing looking decimal points in a prescription like Even then, sometimes it makes
you dizzy and you have to go back two or three times to get a different prescription. Why do you suppose that
is? When your vision is bad, everything makes a difference. Anything may make you more nervous or cause
you to use your eyes more poorly, causing tension and defocus. The fact is, vision changes. It changes over
short periods of time. It disrupts their models of how the eye works. And if it changes so easily, that means
glasses are unnecessary and there must be a way for vision to get better without them more consistently. These
cases are a nuisance to eye doctors who would rather believe that there is nothing to be done but give patients
glasses or perform surgery. One thing I recommend to people working on improving their vision is to get an
eye chart and hang it on the wall. They soon find that their vision sometimes improves out of nowhere, lasting
a second, several seconds, or even a minute or longer. And then it keeps happening. Understanding why this is
happening is at the core of the approach I promise to reversing vision problems. When you know what is good
and bad for your vision, and notice some subtle things that you had thought made no difference to your vision,
you gain a new respect for how sensitive your eyes are to your thoughts, emotions and actions. Is the
Prescription Right For You? If your vision can change so much, how much sense does a single prescription
make that you are supposed to wear all the time? Your eyes have to basically create that amount of myopia or
hyperopia in order to see clearly through the glasses. So you can see why glasses might keep your blurry
vision locked into place. They confuse your brain. Your system adapts to the glasses by de-focusing your eyes
to create that level of maximum blur at all times. It also stops you from coming back later to complain that the
distance is just slightly blurry at night, for example. At night, or in other adverse conditions, you might be
straining your eyes more in an attempt to see things, resulting in more defocus that would require a stronger
prescription, while during the day perhaps the Once you adapt to these stronger The best thing to do is to
improve your vision and get out of this vicious cycle of stronger and stronger glasses. The following two tabs
change content below.
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Pics will come soon, hopefully the guide will be completed by the end of the month and converted to PDF for
downloading. Can you or a friend weld? Do you possess at least basic mechanical aptitude? I wrote this guide
as a kind of updated version of 6 goes into 2, which I did reference when performing the swap myself. I added
a bunch of pictures and tried to list a wider selection of parts which will work for the swap in addition to
where I bought them and for how much. Some things have changed since 6 goes into 2 was written, this guide
reflects that. With all the parts collected the conversion can reasonably be finished in a week by two people
with a standard set of tools, a few car jacks, and an engine hoist. This parts list will detail what I used for the
swap. Additionally, in the swap notes I will try to list all optional parts which I know will work. Optional parts
to what I used will be mentioned in italics at the bottom of each list. Occasionally you can find an M20B23 as
well from the E The last two digits represent the displacement, so a M20B25 is 2. The M20B25 is the motor
you want and it came in the E30 i s from The M20 has a wide range of stroker possibilities all the way up to
3. Unless your motor mounts are new in which case you can use a drivers side motor mount replace the motor
mount. Recently I discovered the M10 and M20 flywheels are identical, every measurement checks out. An
M20 single mass is I have one odd flywheel, possible an E21 i or , which has not been lightened but weighs
For some rev happy fun, an aluminum flywheel is 8lbs. It is physically larger than the other two transmissions
which will work, the dogleg E21 i transmission and E30 i Getrag The M42 powered i transmission will work
too, but it sits cocked about 10 degrees so the shifter will be leaning to the side. The transmission has a few
tabs which need to be cut off before installing it. This side bulge is from two sensors used in the e, it needs to
be trimmed to clear the throttle linkage. These ears are good to cut off just to save some room. What you may
gain in top end HP will be lost in low down torque with too large of an exhaust. You may be able to position a
14x5x8 case muffler which is much more common. I would highly recommend getting a Thrush or Dynomax
glasspack, they are a true perforated core instead of that louvered crap. Perforated core is a tube with holes in
it, standard glass packs are louvered where the tube is punctured and the metal is pushed in. Thrush makes
them in stainless, iirc, so you can still have a sexy stainless exhaust if you want. I made my exhaust in 3
pieces, exhaust down pipes to end of tranny, tranny to front of rear subframe, and a last piece over the rear
subframe out the back. It is possible to modify the E30 downtube to fit but it takes a lot of cutting and
re-welding. This was just in an attempt to complete the build for as little as possible. I reused all of it from the
E30, cheap option is the junkyard and pulling it from a newer car. In the spirit of safety I would recommend
buying some new hose though. I stuck it in the trunk and then put the battery in a box. If you run the fuel filter
and pump separately not on the Volvo mount they will fit under the car near the rear subframe. Tii tanks are
nice because you can have a pump and sender due to the two holes. On a different project I pulled the E30
tank and cut its sender mount out. I ran into a lot of problems the first time I did this conversion; however,
most were from me being dumb and not checking connections. There are only 7 wires you need to splice and
one you need to install to do this conversion, it is very simple and anyone can do it. That is where my battery
relocation cable terminates and the power cables for the starter, fuse panel, and any relays hook up. I cut the
factory e30 wiring harness sheath and moved the power cables over to this terminal block. The ground wires
were moved as well, being bolted to the engine block for a better connection. Electrical issues -relays are not
working. The two orange relays are for the fuel pump and O2 sensor, the white relay is the main relay. The
other terminal I believe is for devices which need power only when the starter is turning over. If you are not
connected to the correct terminal nothing will happen when you turn the key.
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In the second colum the military time converts to standard time from 12 AM to What is military time?
Military time is a popular expression of the hour clock convention. This convention divides one day in 24
hours and describes that one day starts at hours and progresses with each hour until it is ending at hours or
starts at hours again. In the United States, Canada and some other counties many people refer to the hour clock
as military time. This method of telling time is not only used by the military but also by police, medical
specialists, fire fighters and others. The most important differences between military time and regular time are
that military time does not require AM or PM, and military time is using the numbers 0 to 23 to express the
hours while regular time uses 1 to For expressing the time in minutes there is no difference between the
military time and regular time method. Military time conversion Military time conversion stands for the
conversion of military time to standard time or regular time. The reason to convert military time is because
military time notation is different than regular time notation. In this way, when people ask each other about
what time it is, there is no room for misinterpretation or misunderstanding. Regular time however has different
notations for daytime and nighttime and therefore leaves room for interpretation, so military time conversion
is needed. With this handy tool you can easily convert from standard time to military time and visa versa.
However it is more fun to calculate military time by yourself instead of using a military time conversion
calculator. How do you convert standard time to military time? If you want to convert 1: If you want to
convert 3: If you want to convert 9: Military time conversion minutes Military time conversion for minutes to
standard time works by multiplying by To convert minutes from standard time to military time you can do so
by dividing the standard time in minutes by If you want to convert 30 minutes standard time to military time
in minutes, you divide 30 by 60 which is 0. If you want to convert 20 minutes standard time to military time in
minutes, you divide 20 by 60 which is 0. If you want to convert 15 minutes standard time to military time in
minutes, you divide 15 by 60 which is 0. If the standard time is 3: You may apply the following rules: Convert
military time to hours Example 1: If you want to convert military time to standard time, you can deduct 12
hours which makes 3: Convert military time to minutes To convert minutes from military time format to
standard time format you can do so by multiplying the minutes by If you want to convert 0. Convert military
time to standard time Since we know now how to convert hours and minutes in military time format to
standard time format separately, we can convert military time to standard time as a whole now. Please
consider these examples: Military time chart for minutes Miltary time for minutes is a bit confusing. First of
all, military time and regular time use the same number of minutes. On the other hand, sometimes one has got
to convert time to decimal hours in the military. However, converting military time to decimal hours and
minutes is also quite easy to accomplish. You can do it by yourself if you want to do military time conversion
for payroll. If you had, for example, a working day of 9 hours and 45 minutes standard time you can easily
convert the hours and minutes to 9. To calculate it for yourself, take the minutes in standard time and divide it
by 60 to convert to military time minutes. So, there is no difference between minutes in military time and
regular time except when military time has got to be expressed in decimal hours.
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However it does have some extra issues involved over a 16V in converting it to run in a north-south direction.
The general conversion steps are listed that are shared with the 16V and of course the problems that are
particular to the 20V engine. Parts checklist For a complete list of parts that we can offer for this conversion
please see here. Engine mounting For AE86 and AE71 cars that came standard with a 4AC or a 4age 16V the
original mounts, gearbox and crossmember will also suit all of other A-series Toyota engines such as the 4age
20V. For the KE70 it is however more difficult as it needs to have the clutch converted to a hydraulic unit,
new engine mounting and a different gearbox installed. To convert to the hydraulic clutch mechanism a
different pedal box, clutch master cylinder, metal clutch line, flex line and slave cylinder need to be fitted. To
make the mounting compatible the cross-member, gearbox, gearbox mount and rear half of the tail-shaft all
need to be changed. Luckily all of the needed parts can be sourced out of either an AE71 or AE86 for the
required conversion, although these are sometimes hard to find and hence sold for rather high prices.. It is of
note that the AE86, AE71 manual and automatic engine crossmembers are all identical. With the use of
different velocity stacks and modifications it is possible to make one of these original airboxes work, this
however is a particularly difficult job in a right hand drive car. The most common route is to completely
remove all of the airbox and fit new velocity stacks and a with a combined or four individual filters. More on
these options further down. We offer both Silvertop and Blacktop stacks in our store. The single best all round
velocity stack length for 4age engines is mm. All other factors ignored there is no benefit of going shorter than
this length. Fitting something like a 75mm length will not give more power in the upper end. However it is
quite often a necessity to compromise this due to physical clearance. A 70mm velocity stack can be fitted but
this leaves no room for any type of filtration. The suggested solution is to then run a 50mm length with a slide
on filter with an internal spring. There are some very cheap velocity stacks on ebay, while some actually look
good all of the ones we have seen are of a very poor quality. A failure of a nice looking but cheap and poor
quality velocity stack. In terms of performance nothing beats a well designed airbox, however this out of reach
of most. Another factor that can been seen as either good or bad is in regard to the intake noise. An airbox will
almost completely eliminate the classic 4age induction roar. Those who are running an original 20V Silvertop
ECU will need to still run the matching airflow meter. This means an airbox is the only option. A solution that
is commonly used is to have have individual filters slid over the velocity stacks. The issue with these type of
filters is that they are all quite restrictive. An engine should never be run for more than a short time without
any sort of filtration. Steel mesh screens are also pretty much pointless as they will only stop particles that
would be too bulky to even make it to the engine in the first place. For Right hand drive: Left hand drive cars:
Those with LHD cars can not only run the ideal mm length of velocity stack but also have a very effective
filtration option that is reliable and not restrictive. A PX Part C filter from Pipercross can fitted to the 20v
throttles with an adapter, we have these Pipercross adapters , ITG filter adapters only suit shorter stacks and
the matching velocity stacks available through our store. That difference being that on the 20v the two outer
holes are place further outwards that its 16V equivalent. With the 20v engines readily gaining popularity off
the shelf extractors are now much more common than previously. However 4AGE 16V extractors can easily
be adapted to suit and vice-versa. To adapt from 16v to 20v extractor flanges the most common way would be
to extend the flange outwards on the two extreme edges with a similar material and re-drill the flange. Another
less preferable option would be to shave the outer edges of the flange and then use large washers to hold the
flange in place with the outer bolts. Using this for-mentioned method it is possible to use the cast iron
manifold off a Trueno. Exhaust system From the headers onwards the exhaust system would be to the same
specifications as that of a 16V engine. With that being 57mm 2. Accelerator cable For AE86 and AE71
equipped cars that came standard with 4AC powered engines the original throttle cable is too short. In a right
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hand drive install the cable sourced from a KE70 Corolla has the extra length to loop around the front of the
engine and hook up to the original throttle linkage. Cooling system 20v RWD conversion cooling kit. Ignition
system Unless intended for a very low budget race only car the firewall should never be modified to suit the
cooling system or the ignition system with a 20v conversion, there is no need with the right components. The
original 20V distributor is located on the rear of the cylinder head and rarely can installed into almost all
north-south engine bays because of the clearance required. There is however enough space in most
applications to leave the base of the distributor and fit a blanking cover. From here the main methods to
overcome this problem are shown below. Distributor cap relocation kit: For those who wish to utilise the
original 20V ECU then this is the only suggested option. With only the high voltage side of the ignition
system altered all other electronics are used as they where designed. Using the four individual coils from
either a 1ZZ-FE or either of the NZ series engines this negates the need for any ignitor s , spark plug leads,
distributor cap and a rotor button. This is not at all suggested when using the original ECU. For extensive
information please see our Coilpack information guide. So for those who wish to have an original but very
neat looking engine there is the option of still using some spark plug leads but with two or four coils mounted
away from the engine. A waste spark system is used with twin coils or one coil for each cylinder. These do
however require to be powered with by separate ignitors and will not work with the original 20V ECU. Fuel
system Fuel hoses: This means that the fuel tank will need to be removed for access. This is needed because
under G-force the fuel can move away from the pickup. Whilst carbies have internal floats and a function that
inherently allows for these fluctuations to some degree, EFI fuel systems definitely do not. Such a starvation
immediately causes air to be sucked in through the line, the fuel pressure to drop and then a potentially
dangerous lean out condition. An even more reliable method and one that works for all vehicles is to run a low
pressure section pump into a surge tank and a second pump as a high pressure output. Surge tanks are not
suggested to be installed inside a cars cabin due to safety reasons. These can be either fitted externally or a
proven option is modify the original fuel pickup to hold a pump inside the fuel tank. Some external pumps
such as the often used model from a Holden VL are not designed to be able to provide any significant suction
force. These should either be fed with a separate section pump or be mounted level with the bottom of the fuel
tank.
Chapter 5 : or to Conversion Course
We focus on an expansive catalog of products in stock and ready to ship now on the web. Shop this assortment of lock
body ornamental iron now!

Chapter 6 : 20 years to minutes - Unit Converter
Homeâ€ºConversionâ€ºTemperatureâ€º Celsius to Fahrenheit (Â°C to Â°F). Celsius (Â°C) to Fahrenheit (Â°F) degrees
conversion calculator and how to convert.

Chapter 7 : Celsius to Fahrenheit conversion (Â°C to Â°F)
Engineering Converters + Engineering Converters. You are currently converting Distance and Length units from Yards
to Meters. 20 Yards (yd).

Chapter 8 : Base to Base Conversion Calculator
Browse our tire conversion charts by wheel size or tire diameter to find the tire conversion you're looking for. Every tire
size is listed with its metric measurements and inch size equivalent.

Chapter 9 : Standard 4 to 20 mA Conversion Formula Instrumentation Tools
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Quickly convert millimetres into inches (20 mm to inches) using the online â€ºâ€º Metric conversions and more.
calendrierdelascience.com provides an online conversion calculator for all types of measurement units.
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